
From: Concerned Waterways Alliance  
Sent: Wednesday, December 21, 2022 11:39:58 AM 
To: Marcus Crudden (ESC)  
Subject: Additional information requested from Waterways Alliance meeting 13.12.22  
  
HI Marcus,  
 
Thanks for your time meeting with us on the 13 December, I personally learnt a lot and look forward 
to honing my contribution to the ESC and pricing submissions so it is both more effective and more 
useful. I think the whole group has a better appreciation of the work the ESC does.  
 
 I am attaching the additional information your requested from Helen and Tracey's groups. Helen has 
provided a report and a further attachment of photos.  
 
If you need any further information please let me know. 
 
I look forward to the draft decisions and in the mean time do have a great season of celebration. I 
hope you do get a break away.  
 
cheers, Andrew 
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Marcus Crudden  

Essential Service Commission 

 As requested, further information regarding ongoing failures of enforcement in the 

Macedon sub catchment of the Maribyrnong catchment. 

20 December 2022 

 SRW’s policies espouse principles of sustainability, equity and care for the environment and 

an understanding that water is a finite resource.  Unfortunately, their current management 

practices do not reflect these principles and do not meet community expectations. 

 The Maribyrnong basin is characterised by low flows due to its low rainfall. It is among the 

driest catchments in Victoria, and likely to dry further due to climate change. As a result, it is 

a groundwater dependent system, reliant on groundwater throughout the whole year to 

sustain its river flows. Yet regulations to take surface water and extract groundwater are 

identical to regulations for wetter catchments to the east.  

Water theft and excessive extraction in a catchment transitioning to semi  arid system 

heighten the risk of species extinction and cease to flow events. In droughts groundwater is 

critical to maintaining refuge pools.  SRW’s focus on supply for irrigators and potable water 

supplies in our drying Maribyrnong catchment shows poor risk assessment by management 

and either indifference to or ignorance of the true impact of climate change on our 

groundwater dependent system.  All water theft and over extraction imperils the flows of 

our creeks and rivers and thus threatens the survival of both common and threatened 

species. Decades of work by dedicated Landcare, residents and Friends of groups is 

jeopardised by this poor management. 
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 On Mt Macedon illegal weirs and take are unaddressed. For example, In an area of 200 

square meters above , a few properties have multiple bores.  

 

in addition to holding licences to extract passing flows from the Turitable Creek, Witch 

Creek and Chapman’s Gully Creek.  Although residents regularly report cease to flow events 

and extraction during No Take times, SRW has failed to take adequate enforcement action A 

local platypus population and a revegetation project in Stanley Park have been lost as a 

result.  

The photo below clearly shows adjacent properties with yellowing lawns are abiding by 

summer water restrictions. The property in the centre has green lawns at the height of 
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summer. Regular use of satellite imagery can help monitor compliance. It’s disappointing 

that SRW has lacked the initiative to apply available technology.   
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At the , a property that has potable water supply also accesses the 

passing flows by installing a weir IN creek to enable easier extraction of water. 

When the pipe silted up they simply flushed the silt back on the surrounding ferns in the 

creek and destroyed the riparian vegetation.  

 

Last year we requested an urgent meeting with SRW on these matters.  We made an effort 

to highlight the good work of an officer who had insisted on the removal of an illegal pump. 

However, when officers go to sites where there has been considerable effort to hide illegal 

connections, some officers do not exert their authority to undertake investigation to find it. 

When entering properties, they need to have two officers and that can take time to arrange. 

We believe expenditure to establish a local office is warranted to assist with community 

education, enforcement and monitoring.   

SRW’s failure to be an effective enforcement agency has long term consequences. Local 
wildlife birds, wallabies and wombats rely on the creek. 
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Mountain streams from forested areas supply very high quality water to establish the food 
web in a living waterway. 

Deep Creek is largely ephemeral. In the millennium drought Melbourne Water sustained the 

critical refuge pools with potable water in order to preserve the Yarra Pygmy perch and 

platypus populations. We are very concerned that SRW has no management plan for 

protecting the groundwater, yet unmetered bores and unmetered take abounds in the Deep 

Creek catchment  

Swampy wetlands in the upper reaches near Lancefield are a rare geomorphic

feature and also provide habitat to the threatened Yarra pygmy perch.
pg123 Melbourne Water River Health Strategy Maribyrnong

 Finally, SRW have not adequately monitored the growth of small dams in our drying 

catchment. Inspired by the work of the People for a living Moorabool, our groups are 

currently undertaking a survey of small dams in our catchment. So far, we have identified 90 

dams that may need registering. If citizen scientist groups can do such a survey why hasn’t 

SRW? Are they that underfunded or have they just failed to consider the issue?  

 

We wish to work with SRW, we have ever present eyes on the ground that can assist 

them.  

A balance must to be found so that our creeks and rivers continue to function, not only for 

their intrinsic value, but also for the benefit the communities who enjoy contact with nature 
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and passive recreation. If covid taught us anything it was that contact with nature has a 

public health benefit. Surface water  and groundwater is a diminishing resource and it 

demands much better stewardship than is currently on offer; and  that will be more 

expensive than current operations. Creeks are not customers but they are protected by 

legislation.  

Helen van den Berg 
Friends of Steele Creek  
https://www.facebook.com/FriendsOfSteeleCreekInc 
PH:  
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